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Foreword
he residents of Greater Columbia and the state of South Carolina have a unique opportunity to add
uncharted heights to an existing mountain of cultural heritage. The River Alliance, a local conservation-advocacy group, has partnered with the National Park Service in exploring a potential gold
mine of information on local, state, and national history. The proposed historical research park at Congaree
Creek is a unique heritage resource that deserves appropriate protection and interpretation. Located just
south of Cayce, South Carolina, west of the Congaree River, and north of Interstate Highway 77, the proposed research park contains the remains of multiple centuries of human activity in the Columbia environs.
Locked within its alluvial soils and terraces are the untold stories of the past preserved for the future.
This volume, Congaree Creek Archeological Park, A Historic Opportunity is a compelling account
of the known history of the Congaree Creek area. But it is much more than that: it is a guide and prescription for unlocking untold stories of history and the local human saga for over 12, 000 years. The
stories are waiting to be told by archaeologists, historians, and teachers about how prehistoric peoples,
with limited technology, lived, struggled, and prospered. Locked within archaeological, and as yet barely explored archival records, are important details that will illuminate the history of early colonial South
Carolina, including a fortified trading post established in 1718, 18th century economy and settlement,
and human activities at plantations owned by Charles Pinckney and others. The important, but as yet,
incomplete stories of the American Revolution, such as the movements of colonial and patriot militia,
and a British retreat in 1781, wait to be revealed. A zigzag alignment of earthen breastworks in the proposed park marks the location of Confederate defensive actions to delay Sherman’s army in 1865. Later
historical accounts, such as the travails of post Civil War Reconstruction, the exploits of 19th century
steamboats, and the events of the 19th and 20th century textile industry, will be more accurately told following archaeological and historical research at the park.
It has been my privilege to lead the development of this study, composed by award-winning authors
Sharyn Kane and Richard Keeton, which eloquently describes the archaeological and historical potential of the Congaree Creek park. Working with Michael Dawson of the River Alliance, and with the
invaluable input and support from numerous local and regional colleagues and experts, we are confident
that the citizens of South Carolina will seize the unprecedented opportunity described in this book to
create a resource that promises to be a fountain of knowledge for enhancing a rich cultural heritage.
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devoted a good deal of time to hunting big game.”
Archeologist David Anderson and Joe Joseph

3 — Seeds of Change
young hunter moved stealthily through
the forest, tracking a deer. He moved so
quietly that he could be mistaken for the
animal he was pursuing, which was no coincidence. Antlers rose above the hunter’s head and
a tawny-colored deer skin covered his shoulders
and back. He advanced several steps, crouched,
then froze. Perfectly still, he faded into the
foliage, seeming to vanish.
It was summer and hot. Low, dark clouds
blanketed the sky. Rain had fallen off and on
throughout the day, stimulating mosquitoes that
swarmed around the hunter, who seemed not to
notice. Much of his bare skin was exposed and
lathered in bear oil, which provided some protection from the incessant bugs.
The antlers on his head were light because
he had carefully hollowed out the insides. He
carried little else with him, apart from a deerskin quiver slung over his shoulder. Arrows he
had made from river cane were stored inside.
Each arrow had eagle feathers on one end and a
sharp point on the other chipped from quartz.
The hunter had shaped the arrows to be roughly
the same diameter and length, making it easier
for him to judge his aim.
He grasped a large bow, which he had fashioned from the wood of a black locust tree. He
had polished the wood until it was smooth then
lathered it in bear oil, finishing the weapon with
a cord of twisted deer hide tightly strung.
Rising to full height, he sighed, discouraged.
The animal he had been tracking so carefully
had somehow escaped. The young man pushed
his way through thick underbrush, looking for
tracks, but found none. He had concentrated so
hard on following the deer that he had wandered
for miles through thick foliage without keeping
track of his path. The clouds hid the sun, ham-
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pering his ability to determine directions, and
now it started raining again, heavily. Rain
drummed the nearby leaves and water streamed
down his face in sheets. His vision blurred.
This was the first time he had ever been alone
this far from his village. A picture of the elders
laughing at him flashed across his mind. The
young man knew if they learned that he had
become lost, even briefly, they would have every
right to ridicule him. Good hunters never lost
their way. They were trained to pay attention to
everything, to memorize what they saw and heard
so they could retrace their steps. They noted every
tree scarred by lightning, every crack in every
bolder, every rotted stump, every nest knocked
loose and dangling from a high tree.
How could this have happened? The young
Indian searched every direction. He forced himself to concentrate and slowly began to notice
important details. Even admitting that he was
lost, he was confident that no matter what the
weather was, he would not starve. His elders had
taught him from earliest childhood to be at ease
in the forest. He knew which trees and bushes
could nourish him or help him treat any wounds
and which ones were potentially lethal. He recognized the edible flowers and knew which
berries, although tantalizing in color and plumpness, were poisonous, lessons learned by earlier
generations through deadly experimentation. He
spotted a cluster of dainty Queen Anne’s lace in
a clearing. The slender stalks supported white
blossoms that floated like clouds but it was what
grew beneath the ground that interested him.
The roots were a type of wild carrot.
The young hunter also knew the various
leaves that were tender and tasty early in the
summer but which by now had turned bitter. He
identified, almost without thinking, white oak
23

The dark waters of Congaree Creek have been important elements in human life from prehistoric periods through more
recent history. The banks and nearby ground may reveal new knowledge through scientific study, including archeological
excavations. The River Alliance

trees, their leaves sculpted into sharp points. He
recognized which white oaks produced sweet acorns with far less tannic acid than the red oaks.
He set about building a fire, even as the rain
continued. He rubbed two sticks together to
light pine-wood powder he dug from a stump.
Protecting the powdered pine from rain with
bark he stripped from nearby trees, he used the
friction from the sticks to ignite the powder into
hot coals. The coals set afire a mixture of small
cedar bark strips and fluff from cattail plants.
He coaxed the fire along by adding splinters of
pine wood and when these crackled to life,
added twigs. Soon, he placed small logs, then
larger ones on the fire.
The Indian knew that even in the rain, pine
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logs, once ignited, burn hot and fast. The heat
dried his skin as he rubbed his hands above the
flames. If it stopped raining, he would add hardwood from oaks or hickories, which would burn
slower. Besides, pine left a bitter aftertaste on
anything he might cook, while the hard-woods
would enhance the flavor. That is, if he could
find something to cook.
As the Indian stood in the downpour, he
wiped the rain from his face and glanced near
his feet, noticing a thin rivulet of water coursing
by his moccasins. He quickly scattered the fire
and began following the small stream as it
flowed down hill and picked up speed and size.
After about a mile, the stream flowed into a
wide, slower-moving creek. As the rain subsided,

the young Indian came upon a shallow pool on
one side of the creek where he soon spotted a
school of fish. He quickly climbed the bank and
pulled up a buckeye plant by the roots. Using
flat stones, he ground up the roots, carried the
residue back to the creek and sprinkled this over
the water. Within moments, stunned fish floated
to the surface, poisoned by the rotenone-like
substance.
That night the rain ended and the clouds
drifted away. As he sat around his campfire eating fish, the Indian saw a thin, but bright crescent moon through the trees. He spied favorite
constellations and recalled the many stories his
elders had told about them. Studying the stars
and watching the moon’s slow journey across
the sky, the Indian now knew with certainty the
way North, South, East and West.
The next morning he followed Congaree
Creek until it flowed into the Congaree River.
He then followed the river south and before long
was back in territory he recognized. Within
another day, he reached his village.

§§§
Spears Give Way
Early writings by European explorers as
well as later chronicles demonstrate that
American Indians carefully studied every aspect
of the natural world, developing extensive
knowledge about animal and plant life and
using this awareness to aid survival and improve
their lives.
Survival was made easier during the
Woodland era (about 1000 B. C. to about A. D.
800) because of the bow and arrow.
Anthropologists do not know where the bow
was invented in North America or when. They
do know that the weapon existed much earlier in
Europe.
Some think Woodland people were experimenting with bows by about 500 B. C., tipping
their arrows with large stone points. The majority of points from this time in South Carolina

formed isosceles triangles (two sides of equal
length) with a curved base.
There is a much broader scientific consensus that the bow was being used in the later
stages of the Woodland era, after about A. D.
500, when the stone points shrunk dramatically,
although they continued to be triangular. These
smaller projectiles undoubtedly served as
arrowheads, most archeologists suspect.
As researchers explore the proposed
Archeological Park, they will try to determine
precisely when people living near Congaree
Creek began hunting with bows. Pinpointing
when inhabitants began to use the bows is
important because scientists suspect the
weapons fundamentally altered human existence. Certainly, the bow and arrow made hunting more efficient, allowing hunters to stand
some 50 yards from their prey, or even farther,
while spears demanded much closer contact.
Many people of the Woodland era also
improved their lives in another significant way
by growing preferred foods. Again, just as with
the introduction of the bow and arrow, there is
no certainty about when prehistoric North
Americans began cultivating plants. Archeologists speculate that the development probably
began sometime during the earlier Archaic era.
Certainly by then, inhabitants had been eating
wild seeds for thousands of years. Women likely did much of the seed collecting, scientists
speculate, based on observations of modern
hunting and gathering societies in Africa,
Australia, and elsewhere.
Perhaps it was a woman who first noticed
that when she spilled seeds on the ground
and inadvertently kicked dirt on them, they
later sprouted. At first, she might have attributed the growth to magic, but over time she
saw the same thing happen again and began
selecting seeds from favored plants and
planting them. Paying close attention, she
observed how her plants thrived when she
plucked out competing weeds and how they signaled their needs. Leaves curled when the
25

Early inhabitants cleared the ground near Congaree Creek to make way for their shelters and gardens with stone axes like
this one. The wooden handle disintegrated over time. South Carolina State Museum collection, photo by Alt Lee

weather turned cold, for instance, turned yellow
when there was too much rain, and shriveled
when there was not enough. Her knowledge
about growing edible plants soon increased and
eventually the knowledge was passed down
through the generations until large numbers of
people over a wide area were tending gardens
and depending upon the produce to supplement
their diets of game and fish.
Today, archeologists uncover persuasive evidence that gardening was widespread during the
Woodland era. The evidence consists of ancient
sunflower seeds discovered at occupation sites
that are virtually uniform in size and larger than
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seeds produced in the wild. This suggests that
people long ago were selecting the biggest seeds
from favorite sunflowers and planting them.
Prehistoric gardeners did the same thing
with sumpweed and chenopodium, considered
weeds today, but once cultivated for food.
Sumpweed seeds found at some Woodland sites
are two to three times larger than sumpweed
seeds today. This demonstrates that when
humans stopped growing sumpweed and quit
collecting prized seeds for replanting, sumpweed reverted to just another wild grass with
mostly average-sized seeds.
In the Archeological Park, scientists will

will carefully filter soils through screens and
flotation devices looking for old seeds, fossilized pollen, rinds and other remnants of
ancient plants. By studying these, they will
learn more about early human efforts to domesticate plants.
Typically, when hunter-gatherer societies
come to depend more on gardens, they diversify their food sources, promote better health,
quicken population growth and make it easier to
settle down and remain in one place longer.
There is increasing evidence that at least some
Woodland people established villages larger
than previous settlements. These villages tended
to be more permanent, perhaps lasting up to a
year, possibly longer. In the Archeological
Park, researchers will look for evidence of larger settlements and also for proof that housing
became sturdier during this time period. In
some parts of the eastern United States, including a site in South Carolina near the upper
Savannah River, archeologists have found evidence that dwelling walls consisted of upright
logs. These Woodland-era homes apparently
had cross beams or rafters supporting coneshaped roofs. The builders often covered their
walls with a wet clay and grass mixture called
daub. The hardened daub helped seal out cold
winds and kept the interiors cool in summer.
Researchers in the Archeological Park will look
for residue of daub to learn if longer-term shelters once existed there.
Another research topic in the Archeological
Park will concern when prehistoric people
expanded their gardens and grew mostly corn,
beans and squash. These became vital crops
during the final stage of prehistory, the
Mississippian era, and understanding the transition to the crops will facilitate a better understand of how societies evolved.
Scientists will also conduct detailed studies
of Woodland-era pottery. People during this
time significantly improved their ceramics
skills. Unlike earlier efforts, potters almost

always built their pots by coiling ropes of clay
resembling small snakes atop one another. They
then smoothed the walls of a pot with moistened
hands or a paddle. Potters also abandoned making crude fiber-tempered pottery, which tended
to have thin, porous walls.
Woodland people strengthened their pots by
adding sand or grit consisting of crushed rock.
These pots consistently survived the hot flames
of cooking fires without shattering, improving
food preparation reliability for people who
savored thick stews. Woodland people also
began expressing more creativity decorating
their ceramics. For example, they carved parallel lines (today called simple stamping) into a
wood paddle, then pressed the paddle into the
wet clay of a newly formed pot. Potters also
carved a series of small squares resembling a
waffle into a paddle and pressed this checkstamping design into the wet clay. Another
favorite paddle design made tooth-like projec-

The brush and undergrowth are dense in the proposed
Archeological Park. The lack of commercial or residential
development has protected the site. The River Alliance

tions on the pots. Woodland potters also
wrapped fabric around a stick or paddle then
pressed the implement into wet clay.
By studying fabric-impressed pottery found
near Congaree Creek, scientists will better
understand how prehistoric fabric looked. Few
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examples of fabric from so long ago remain
because it deteriorates rapidly. Scientists know,
however, that people long ago hand wove plant
fibers into fabric because they have uncovered
examples in protected environments, such as a
Florida bog and a Kentucky cave.
The various swamps near Congaree Creek
may hold artifacts, such as items made of fabric,
that typically deteriorate in dry soils. Mud often
seals out corrosion, and archeologist Albert
Goodyear thinks there may be remnants of prehistoric garbage dumps in some of the swamps.
After conducting preliminary studies near
Congaree Creek, Goodyear wrote, “The implications for preservation of organic....refuse are
enormous. If sufficiently covered by moist sediments, such debris as nuts, leaves, wood, bone,
pollen, and other charred food remains would
be preserved and amenable to laboratory analysis....Either a backhoe or hand tests should be
made of the moist swamp margins [of known
archeological sites] to test for the possibility of
buried deposits.”
Even if the swamps hold no significant
organic materials, Goodyear argues they can still
yield important artifacts because these areas
often have never been disturbed by plowing.
Many ancient artifacts are shattered or crushed
beneath steel plows and consequently lost.
Some of what archeologists consider fabricimpressed pottery may have a textured appearance because of being formed inside baskets.
Scientists suspect prehistoric Indians created
many baskets, some quite beautiful, but only a
few examples survive, again in protected environments such as Salt Cave in Kentucky.
Woodland people also made cord by twisting plant fibers together, then wrapped the cord
around a paddle and pressed the paddle into wet
clay.
Some Woodland-era inhabitants in South
Carolina created even more complex pottery
designs by carving squares, rectangles, concentric circles, teardrops and other shapes into pad28

dles. Researchers in the Archeological Park will
look for such complex stamping or any hints
that residents long ago traded with people who
created such decorations.
The more complex pottery designs have in
some places been associated with mysterious
ceremonies, including building tall earthen burial mounds. Tombs within some of these
mounds reveal exotic items, such as copper
beads, ax-like tools made from lustrous green
stone, elaborate copper ear ornaments, clay figurines, smoking pipes formed into bird and
other animal shapes, and panpipe musical
instruments made from hollow river cane coated with copper or silver.
There is no evidence so far that such ceremonial burying of the dead occurred near
Congaree Creek. Scientists, however, have discovered that Woodland-era people living on
what is now the Savannah River Site near present-day Aiken, South Carolina painted some
pottery red, a practice associated with ceremonial burials elsewhere. Other Woodland people
living near the coast buried their dead in sand
mounds a few feet tall. Remains of women predominate in these mounds found on an island
off the Georgia coast. Archeologists David
Thomas and Clark Larsen speculate that the
societies represented by the burials were led by
women.

§§§
Many Sites Found
Researchers have already discovered four
separate sites in the proposed Archeological
Park containing Woodland-era artifacts. They
will likely uncover more sites once intensive
studies begin. The buffer zones around the proposed park, which someday may be part of the
park, include at least eleven other places already
identified with Woodland-era remnants.
Even if these areas remain outside the park,
private land owners will be encouraged to sign

Recreation spaces are in big demand everywhere, making the proposed Archeological Park a likely favorite spot among
nearby residents and tourists alike. The River Alliance

conservation easements and deed restrictions
that will allow future archeological research.
Some locations within the proposed park
revealing Woodland artifacts also likely contain
items from the Mississippian period, the final
prehistoric era when society and art became
more complex. Scientists will use the
Archeological Park to define more clearly when
the Woodland ended and the Mississippian
began, perhaps learning in the process more
about what prompted the changes in human
behavior.
The park will enable scientists to seek
answers to other questions about the Woodland
era, such as:
• Did people change their settlement patterns over time because of an increasing
dependence on agriculture?
Archeologist David Anderson, in 1978,

excavated a site identified as 38LX5, which was
located west of the proposed Archeological Park
and about a half mile from Congaree Creek.
He found many Woodland-era artifacts scattered over five acres in a place where sandy
hills stand about 50 feet taller than where
Congaree Creek courses through the proposed
Archeological Park.
At 38LX5, Anderson unearthed multiple
artifacts, including spear points, arrow heads,
knives, pottery pieces, and sandstone abraders.
The site also contained many pitted cobbles that
were once used as platforms for making tools or
for preparing plant foods. There were also many
remnants of ancient campfires.
The numerous artifacts, and the varied materials used to make them, indicate the location
could have once been the site of a large Woodland
community. Anderson, however, never located
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evidence of housing, so it is also possible that
the many signs of early life instead represented
multiple brief visits over thousands of years by
prehistoric people who never established substantial dwellings.
Even though Anderson was unable to make
a definitive determination about what actually
occurred at 38LX5, he noted the site was far different from two others he excavated nearer
Congaree Creek, both in the buffer area for the
proposed Archeological Park. These sites each
contained a few Woodland artifacts from the
first several thousand years of the period and
probably represent short-term camps.
This could mean, Anderson speculated, that
early Woodland people maintained their primary residences on higher ground in the sand
hills away from the low, swampy lands near
Congaree Creek and the Congaree River. If
future research confirms this theory, then perhaps Early Woodland people ventured into lowlying flood plains only to hunt, fish or collect
plant foods. Once they finished their tasks, they
retreated back to higher ground.
In the new Archeological Park, scientists
will look for definitive proof that such a pattern
existed. They will also try to determine whether
during the final centuries of the era, when people perhaps became more dependent on agriculture, they moved closer to low-lying rivers to
take advantage of more fertile soils enriched by
periodic flooding.
• How important was trade during the
Woodland era?
At 38LX5, David Anderson also noted that

Woodland people used a great deal of quartz
rocks found nearby to fashion knives and other
tools. These same people, however, also used
many tools made from rocks obtained from
miles away, primarily slate-like rocks from the
Piedmont to the north and chert from lowlands
to the south in the Coastal Plain. This could
mean Woodland people engaged in significant
long-distance trade, Anderson speculates.
These residents near Congaree Creek perhaps used trade as a strategy to cement alliances
with other groups or to prevent disagreements
with distant neighbors from erupting into warfare. Whether long-distance trade increased during some parts of the Woodland era and
decreased in others will be another topic for
research in the park.
• Did Woodland-era people organize themselves differently?
Scientists will also seek to determine
whether residents near Congaree Creek developed more complex social organizations, perhaps forming tribes. Whereas earlier bands
consisted of one extended family, tribes combined two or more extended families.
As people became more adept at accumulating and storing food surpluses, which probably
occurred during the Woodland ear, they could
afford to designate some people as specialists.
For example, tribal leaders might select some
followers to spend significant time traveling.
These specialists, David Anderson speculates,
would have endured long periods away from
family and friends visiting far-off places to
trade or collect favored rocks for tool making.

§§§
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son, watched helplessly as
the British ransacked her
property. Left an invalid
by infantile paralysis, she
defiantly refused to answer
questions about her husband’s whereabouts. Soldiers
picked up her chair and carried it out into the front
yard where she sat watching as the dragoons
stormed through her house,
then set it afire. Finally, as
the soldiers saddled up to
leave, one soft-hearted dragoon, according to historian Robert Bass, placed
a ham beneath Mary
Sumter’s chair. Then the
dragoons rode away, continuing their drive to the
north, leaving behind a
determined and implacable
foe in Thomas Sumter.
At a time when many
rebels lost nerve and hope,
Sumter vowed he would
never submit to British
Thomas Sumter, nicknamed the “Gamecock,” was a well-to-do landowner who became rule. He fled into swamps
the leader of South Carolina militia fighting the British during the Revolutionary War. near the North Carolina
United States Forest Service
border and onto lands held
by the Catawba Indians.
his fervor for military combat. But as Sumter rode
There he began plotting his revenge. He would
north to evade British dragoons and news reached
soon figure prominently in fighting that erupted
him about what the British were doing to his
near Congaree Creek.
countrymen, his attitude changed, a shift that
As Sumter gathered recruits, his efforts
would affect the course of the fledgling nation.
were boosted by his nemesis Banastre Tarleton.
When Tarleton’s dragoons invaded Sumter’s
Tarleton’s more than 200 dragoons galloped
plantation, they stormed through the residence
north, barely halting for food or rest, traveling
and nearby buildings, knocking over prized possome 150 miles in a little more than two days.
sessions and breaking anything fragile in their
They soon caught up with a rebel army of
way. They emptied the storage sheds, hauling
Virginians trying to flee the colony.
away all of the food and supplies.
Despite the exhaustion of his troops, Tarleton
Sumter’s wife, the former Mary Cantey Jamedemonstrated a determined boldness. On May 29,
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1780, he demanded that some 400 Virginians
surrender, even though they significantly outnumbered the British. Rebel Lieutenant Colonel
Abraham Buford, perhaps suspecting he had the
advantage, replied, “I reject your proposals and
shall defend myself to the last extremity.”
Tarleton ordered a charge.
The Virginians held their fire until the
British horsemen were almost upon them. Then
the rebel muskets exploded in a deafening barrage. The deadly gunfire, however, did not break
the British momentum. Horses thundered forward, the British riders charging into the midst
of their foes before they had a chance to reload
their cumbersome weapons. The dragoons
slashed down with long, razor-sharp sabers,
tearing into the rebels who were on foot.
The battle became a massacre. Rebel soldiers
crumpled to the earth. Others began fleeing while
still others threw down their rifles, held up their
hands and yelled, “Quarter!” the well-known term
indicating surrender and a plea for mercy. One
rebel soldier waved a white flag.
What happened next is a point of contention
among historians who argue whether Tarleton
deserves blame for the ensuing slaughter. There is
no doubt, however, that confusion reigned.
Tarleton’s horse was shot and keeled over, pinning
the British commander to the ground and perhaps
knocking him momentarily unconscious.
Seeing their commander spilled on the
ground and presuming he had been killed, some
British troops continued fighting and were
caught up in a frenzy. This led some rebel soldiers to pick up their weapons and reload,
actions that reinvigorated the British attack even
more. The dragoons slashed with their sabers at
kneeling patriots holding their hands in the air
while they pleaded for quarter and also struck at
the wounded lying on the ground.
Major Patrick Ferguson, a Scottish officer in
Tarleton’s force, was so outraged by the actions
of Tarleton’s dragoons that he had to be
restrained to stop him from shooting them,
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according to historian Lewis Jones. Tarleton
blamed the wanton killing on “a vindictive
asperity not easily restrained.” In his official
written report, he coldly concluded, “They [the
rebels] refused my terms. I have cut 170 off’rs
and men to pieces.” The British lost five soldiers
killed and 12 wounded.
Andrew Jackson, a boy of thirteen, helped
tend the wounded rebels after the battle, his anger
rising as he went from man to man. With his
brother Robert, he soon joined Sumter in the
swamps, his first step in a military career that
would eventually lead him to a successful run for
the White House. Many others were also infuriated by the Tarleton force’s actions and responded
to Sumter’s call to arms. Soon a ragtag force of
determined frontiersmen elected Sumter their
leader and brigadier general. Sumter, stern, taciturn and fierce, spoke to his assembled troops,
“Our interests and fates are identical. With me as
with you, it is liberty or death.” The militia
already had its battle cry, “Tarleton’s Quarter.”
The tone was set for a bitter struggle pitting
neighbor against neighbor, militia against militia. Atrocities occurred on both sides. Tories,
who were colonists loyal to Britain, stole livestock, burned houses, tortured and murdered.
The revolutionaries responded in kind.
The British military reacted to the rebels’
guerrilla tactics by clamping down on and brutalizing the civilian population. British officers,
even more than in their initial campaign,
increasingly condoned plundering, house burnings, torture and prisoner executions. In some
instances, not even women and children were
sparred from the violence. Had the British been
conducting their campaigns in modern times,
international war crime trials would have been
justified, according to historian Walter Edgar.
Another tactic the British used to control the
countryside was to seize control of established
forts in the back country and to build new ones
in strategic locations. Fort Granby, located just
north of the proposed Archeological Park, was

one of the new British bastions. This war-time
fort would become pivotal in the struggle for
control of the colony’s center.

§§§
Unusual Training
Thomas Sumter would lead the first assault
on Fort Granby, but before he could attack he had
to prepare his militia. He undertook the task in an
unconventional approach. The militia leader did
not emphasize close-order drills and discipline,
the usual staples of military training. Instead he
encouraged his frontiersmen to participate in vigorous exercise and athletic contests, according to
historian Robert Bass. The soldiers swam, ran and
jumped, building physical conditioning, individual initiative and esprit de corps.
Sumter, dressed in his blue uniform,
trimmed in red with gold shoulder epaulettes,
reminded two blacksmiths who saw him of a
fighting rooster when he was in North Carolina
to buy arms. According to historian Bass, the
blacksmiths were impressed with Sumter’s
resolve to battle the overwhelmingly superior
number of British forces and began calling him
“the Gamecock.” The nickname stuck, and was
ultimately repeated by friend and foe alike.
Sumter’s soldiers soon began launching guerrilla raids against small groups of British troops,
supply trains, and the hated loyalists. The militia
also won victories against larger forces, but their
record in major battles was spotty, and they experienced significant setbacks. For their part, the
British high command at first was arrogantly confident. Cornwallis wrote in early summer 1780
that he had “put an end to all resistance in South
Carolina.” Soon, however, Sumter and his unconventional force became a major irritant. The
British went to great lengths to eliminate the
“Gamecock,” offering higher and higher rewards
for his capture and designating special squads to
assassinate him.

Even when surprised or defeated, however,
Sumter proved elusive and resilient. Wounded in
one battle, he carried on despite having a musket ball in his thigh. On another occasion,
British troops stormed his camp on a frosty
night, catching Sumter asleep. As enemy soldiers moved toward the front of his tent, Sumter
slithered out the back and began running.
Wearing only undergarments, he sprinted
through a briar patch in bare feet. While they
searched for him, Sumter somehow managed to
cling to a ledge and ultimately escaped.
In November 1780, Sumter led his militia of
about one thousand men east of the Broad River.
Cornwallis sent Tarleton to hunt him down.
Now commanding an army of mounted infantry,
foot soldiers, and artillery, as well as dragoons,
Tarleton advanced into the Dutch Forks, an area
between the Broad and Saluda Rivers northwest
of present-day Columbia.
Eager to confront Sumter’s militia, Tarleton
left most of his army behind, ordering them to
catch up, while he raced ahead with 270 mounted infantry and dragoons. After riding hard all
day, Tarleton and his small force arrived at the
foot of the high ground that Sumter had chosen
for his defense above the Tyger River on the
William Blackstock Plantation.
A cold drizzle fell, as Tarleton deployed his
troops on hill tops late in the afternoon of
November 20, 1780. He could see Sumter’s
rebel soldiers outnumbered his own force and
held what Tarleton conceded was “unapproachable” high ground. Tarleton decided to stall,
choosing to avoid a major battle until the rest of
his army arrived. At the same time, he wanted to
keep Sumter’s rebels from slipping away as they
had done so often.
As he faced the rebel militia, Tarleton’s right
side consisted of 80 red-coated infantrymen. He
ordered them to dismount to make them a more
formidable defensive force. The British left side
consisted of the rest of Tarleton’s soldiers, the
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dragoons. Tarleton hoped the Americans would
remain in place, but what happened differed considerably. Sumter was tipped off by one of his
many spies, in this case, a woman, Mrs. Mary
Dillard. She rode six miles to the rebel camp to
tell Sumter that Tarleton had no artillery and few
infantry soldiers with him. Sumter, suspecting
that the rest of Tarleton’s army could not reach
him before nightfall, decided to attack.

§§§
Sumter Attacks
He sent 400 militia men streaming down an
open field and then up a hill to confront the
British infantry. The militia men were so nervous that they fired their muskets too soon when
they were still well out of range. Their gunshots
caused no damage and their haste to shoot left
them vulnerable to their foes.
A British officer, Lieutenant John Money,
spotting an opportunity, ordered the infantry to
charge the rebels as they rushed to reload. The
militia men, seeing the red-coated British regulars running toward them with raised bayonets,
began retreating. The British continued their
pursuit, racing within range of a farm house and
other log buildings where more rebel militia
were hiding. Suddenly, muskets jutted out
through every available opening and exploded
with gunfire and smoke. British soldiers, caught
in mid stride, tumbled to the ground, wounded
or dead. The British commander, John Money,
was among those seriously wounded.
On the other side of the battlefield, Sumter’s
mounted militia were attacking the dreaded
British dragoons. Rebel musket fire knocked 20
dragoons from their saddles, but the British
reformed and drove Sumter’s soldiers back.
Tarleton, seeing that his dismounted
infantry was pinned down, disorganized and in
grave danger, led a number of dragoons in a
charge at the heart of rebel defenses. Out in
front, Tarleton ignored a blizzard of bullets. As
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Nathanael Greene was one of George Washington's most
trusted officers in the Continental Army. Washington
picked him as his own replacement if he should ever
become incapacitated. National park Service

he spurred his horse forward, Tarleton spotted
his fellow officer, John Money, lying wounded
on the ground. Tarleton reined his horse to a
halt, dismounted and bent down to aid the lieutenant, lifting him up onto the saddle and climbing on behind him.
His dragoons faced a steady barrage of gunfire from the rebel militia, who were crouched
behind a fence and trees and inside the log
buildings. The dragoon charge, however, reinvigorated Tarleton’s infantry and helped stabilize the British position. Only the coming of
darkness eventually enveloping the battlefield
forced an end to the fighting. Tarleton had suffered his first military defeat.
The British lost 92 killed and 76 soldiers
wounded in the battle, according to historian
Walter Edgar. British officer John Money was

among those who eventually died from his
wounds. The rebel militia losses were much
fewer with only three soldiers killed. However,
the rebels also experienced a stunning blow.
During the battle, as drizzle continued to fall,
Sumter rode across the battlefield with a few
aides. A small knot of British infantrymen spotted unfamiliar horsemen approaching, turned
and fired. Sumter shifted in his saddle at the last
moment, perhaps saving his life as a musket
blast slammed into his side. The projectile
missed his heart, but plunged deep into his right
shoulder, nicked his backbone, and came to rest
in his left shoulder. Historian Robert Bass
writes that Sumter tried to conceal the severity
of his wounds. Only the sound of his blood dripping on dry leaves alerted a fellow officer of
how seriously the general was hurt.
That night, followers sneaked Sumter away
from the battlefield on a crude litter of cow hide
stretched between two poles and rigged between
two horses. A cold rain continued to fall.
Sumter’s militia built campfires that burned
through much of the night, but left them unattended. The rebel soldiers split up, then vanished into the darkness.

§§§
Fort Granby
Nathanael Greene was another figure
important in the story of Congaree Creek.
Greene arrived in Charlotte, North Carolina in
December 1780 to command the southern
Continental Army. He was one of General
George Washington’s most trusted lieutenants
and, according to historian Joseph Ellis, the
officer Washington chose to replace him if he
were disabled or killed.
Greene was known as the “Fighting
Quaker.” Quakers generally were pacifists, but
in spite of his religion, Greene joined the military in support of the revolution and was
expelled by the Quakers for his decision.

Historian Tom Elmore points out that Greene
had no formal military training, but learned
quickly.
“He [Greene] came to us the...most untutored being I ever met,” according to General
Henry Knox, Washington’s chief of artillery,
“but in less than twelve months he was equal to
any General officer in the army, and very superior to most of them.”
Greene’s involvement in Rhode Island politics, as well as his intelligence, propelled him to
high military rank. He also proved to be a brave
and capable warrior in Washington-led campaigns at Trenton, Brandywine, and elsewhere.
He was with Washington during the hard winter
at Valley Forge in Pennsylvania and became his
quartermaster general, in charge of securing
supplies for the Continental Army, while still
commanding troops in the field.
Greene was thoroughly schooled in
Washington’s viewpoints, including Washington’s
misgivings about the capability of the militia.
Often poorly disciplined, most militia members
were extremely independent. “To expect then
the same service from raw and undisciplined
recruits as from veteran soldiers,” Washington
wrote, “is to expect what never did, and perhaps
never will happen.”
In South Carolina, Greene had to deal with
militiamen who often served only 60 days, and
then returned home. Greene, a firm adherent for
traditional drilling and stringent discipline, also
had to accept Sumter’s more relaxed approach
toward the militia.
Sumter, withdrawn and austere, was perhaps
bound to clash with the affable Greene, who was
prone to lecture his subordinates on proper
behavior. Greene also expected Sumter, and all
militia leaders, to carry out his orders promptly
because he considered the militia to be subservient to Continental troops. This was an inherent conflict because Sumter prized the militia’s
independence. More than once, Sumter paid little
heed to what Greene wanted. Even so, the two
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developed an uneasy, but stunningly successful
cooperation. Greene overcame his prejudice
against the militia and developed a strategy
dependent on them. Increasingly he used diplomacy and flattery with Sumter and other militia
leaders, often requesting their cooperation
rather than demanding it.
Greene controlled some 1,400 troops,
although only about 800 were well-equipped
regulars. Nearby, Cornwallis led some 4,000
soldiers. To disrupt this British advantage,
Greene acted boldly, splitting his forces, sending General Daniel Morgan and a thousand sol-

flags fluttered. The two sides fired at each other
at close range.
Morgan used the militia to take advantage of
Tarleton’s characteristic aggressiveness. After
the initial exchange of gunshots, the militia
feigned panic and fled. Tarleton’s troops followed, and in their rash pursuit, ran smack into
Morgan’s well-trained Continental soldiers.
Morgan, at the precise right moment, also sent
in his cavalry, and the British army suffered a
devastating defeat, Tarleton’s second setback in
a month.
Nathanael Greene had attained sufficient

The British were a formidable force against the more loosely trained American revolutionaries. Artist Martin Pate depicts the
British Army on the march in South Carolina. Southeast Archeological Center, National Park Service

diers west into northern South Carolina. In a
countermove, Cornwallis also divided his army,
dispatching Tarleton and about 1,150 infantry
and dragoons to shadow Morgan.
Marching with Morgan was much of
Sumter’s militia, although Sumter was not with
them. He was convalescing from battle wounds
so painful that he could barely move his arms.
Morgan and Tarleton’s armies collided on
January 17, 1781 on fields used by frontier families to corral cattle. Called the Battle of
Cowpens, the clash was the sort favored by regular armies, with troops marching in orderly
columns to face one another as drums beat and
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confidence to consider deep strikes into South
Carolina. As part of his planning, he met with
Sumter, who had recovered enough to resume
active command, although he was still greatly
hobbled by injuries.
Sumter outlined an audacious strategy. He
would launch a lightning quick raid with his
militia against Fort Granby near the Congaree
River. The element of surprise would be on his
side, he argued.
The British military had built Fort Granby on
high ground at an important trading post which
had existed since 1765. The prominent location
was near the intersection of an important wagon

trail to Augusta, Georgia and the Cherokee
Trail, which led north into Indian territory. The
Cherokee Trail eventually became known locally as Old State Road.
The British military seized the trading post
because of its excellent location and vantage
point above the Congaree River, according to
Leo Redmond, director of the Cayce Historical
Museum. The trading post, and the subsequent
fort, assumed greater importance because of
being positioned next to a major river crossing
known as Friday’s Ferry, named for the original
owner Martin Fridig. The ferry likely consisted
of a flat boat capable of carrying a horse-drawn
wagon and passengers.
The village of Granby sprang up near the
ferry and the trading post, attracting settlers,
many of whom moved north from the old town
of Saxe Gotha, which was plagued by flooding
and disease. By the time of the Revolutionary
War, Granby had become an important commercial crossroads and a way station for weary travelers. The city of Columbia, which one day
would thrive across the river, did not yet exist.
To establish Fort Granby, the British built a
palisade fence around several buildings, including the large two-story structure built as a trading post by James Chesnut and Joseph Kershaw
which became fort headquarters. (Today, the
city of Cayce celebrates early history at the
Cayce Historical Museum, an exact replica of
the original 17-room building.)
At Fort Granby, troops kept constant watch,
patrolling ramparts behind the stockade fence.
Altogether some 300 British troops and loyalist
militia were stationed at the fort with weaponry
that included at least two cannons, making this
a formidable outpost. To further protect the fort,
soldiers dug deep dry moats outside the palisade
fence.
Sumter thought he could capture the fort
quickly, then move south to attack other British
outposts. Greene did not think much of Sumter’s
plans and said so, according to historian Robert

Bass. But Sumter was undeterred and called out
his militia anyway. On February 16, 1781, he set
out with 280 armed men on a long ride south to
Fort Granby. Allowing themselves little time to
rest, the militia rode hard, covering some 90
miles. At about four in the morning on February
18, Sumter’s men reached the Congaree River.
Just before dawn, they forded the river and
attacked Fort Granby in a frontal assault. But
instead of catching the British and loyalists off
guard, they came under heavy fire, forcing
Sumter’s men to retreat. Soldiers inside the fort,
commanded by Major Andrew Maxwell, had
been tipped off by a spy about Sumter’s intentions. They had securely boarded the gates and
were armed and alert when the militia assaulted.
Sumter regrouped his men and resumed the
attack, but this time using cover. The militia
shielded themselves behind large rolls of dried
tobacco leaves which they pushed in front of
them as they advanced. When they were within
range of the fort, they hastily built additional
barriers by piling logs atop each other. Behind
these shields the militia kept up steady gunfire
at the fort, but the soldiers inside showed no
signs of yielding control.

§§§
The First Siege
The militia settled into a siege, intending to
outlast the British. Sumter maintained patrols
along Old State Road and placed guards to control access to Friday’s Ferry, the main route
across the river. His militia also kept an eye on
the Congaree River to insure that no British supplies came anywhere near Fort Granby.
The siege tactics might have worked if they
could have been kept in force long enough, but
Sumter had little time. He was deep in enemy
territory in an area where much of the population supported the British. Hostile militias and
British armies were nearby, already on the move
to relieve the beleaguered troops of Fort Granby.
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With pressures building on them to succeed,
Sumter and his men built a tower from wooden
fence rails where sharpshooters could position
themselves to shoot down into Fort Granby, the
first time such a strategy was used in South
Carolina. Still, the British refused to surrender.
Sumter’s militia was beginning to run short of
ammunition.
Sumter’s plans seemed to be falling apart as
an army of Irish soldiers commanded by
Lieutenant Colonel Welbore Ellis Doyle swept
toward the outpost. On their march, the army
sealed off all major passageways across the
Congaree and the Broad Rivers because they
expected Sumter to flee north in that direction
toward his usual hiding places. With the trap set,
the Irish troops closed in.
Sumter, however, slipped out of the tightening noose by doing the unexpected – he broke
off the siege of Fort Granby and headed south.
He and his militia galloped down Old State
Road, passing through an area which will be
included in the proposed Archeological Park.
The rebels kept on going, heading deeper into
territory thought to be under British control.
The militia rode thirty-five miles on the
morning of February 21, 1781, reaching the
vicinity where the Congaree and Wateree Rivers
meet. Sumter then boldly attacked another fort,
a stockade built around a house at Belleville
Plantation.

§§§
Sumter Escapes
Again, Sumter’s men sealed off access to the
fort and captured all boats on the nearby
Congaree River. Through much of the rest of the
afternoon Sumter’s militia exchanged scattered
gunfire with troops inside the fort. Then the
militia charged the stockade. Sumter’s men
scaled the walls and reached the ramparts, but
were thrown back by determined defenders.
Sumter ordered his troops to sling burning
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wood over the stockade and onto the house, but
every time the flames ignited the structure,
British soldiers doused them with water. Thick
smoke curled across the fort walls, but the
house remained intact and the garrison refused
to surrender.
Sumter left part of his militia to maintain the
siege, then pulled back the core of his force. A
British supply train consisting of twenty wagons
and fifty British guards rumbled toward them.
Part of Sumter’s militia attacked. The British
soldiers put up a spirited defense, getting off
seven rounds of musket fire, according to historian Robert Bass. The battle seemed to be at a
standstill when additional rebel militia charged
on horseback.
Seeing they were about to be overwhelmed,
the British raised a white flag, but the rebel
militia ignored the sign of surrender. Galloping
directly toward the now helpless British, the
rebels fired, killing seven British soldiers and
wounding seven more. The incident was another bitter episode in a war during which both
sides were angrily accusing the other of brutality and ignoring the rules of combat.
Soon after, Sumter returned with his entire
force to try to subdue the fort at Belleville
Plantation, but another British army was bearing down on him. The 64th Regiment, consisting of veteran infantry, moved rapidly south
from Camden, accompanied by dragoons on
horseback and at least one mobile cannon. This
dangerous British force suddenly appeared late
one afternoon within sight of the Belleville fort.
The defenders inside the bastion began celebrating — jumping, shouting, singing, and firing
their weapons into the air.
Despite the jubilation of their foes, Sumter’s
militia did not panic. He turned his men to face
this new threat and arranged them into tight battle formations. The British commander, deciding he was not ready for combat, ordered a
retreat. His force backed up about four miles.
Sumter’s bold gambit had bought his troops

some time, but he knew the militia was in an
untenable position. Once again, his troops had
to flee, and once more Sumter headed south.
There were now two separate regiments of
British troops closing in on the rebels There
were also Hessians, hired German soldiers, and
a number of armed loyalists in hot pursuit. As
Sumter’s men rushed south, they moved farther
and father away from their usual hiding places
near North Carolina. Ahead lay the road to
Charleston, which was about sixty miles away.
The city was a British stronghold, bristling with
troops.
Sumter had to change directions. He could
try to swing right and attempt to sweep far to the
west around the major British outpost at Ninety
Six. Or he could turn to the east and attempt to
cross the Santee River, which was at or near
flood stage. Sumter chose the latter course,
choosing to face the rampaging river. South of
the town of Eutaw Springs, he brought his
troops to a halt on a high bluff overlooking the
surging brown waters. His soldiers began scouring the banks, looking for some way to get
across. They knew they had little time before the
British closed in on them.
Some solders discovered a cypress-wood
canoe that was sturdy enough, but quite small.
Only four men could fit in the vessel at a time,
with three soldiers making the crossing and a
fourth to paddle the boat back, according to historian Robert Bass.

§§§
Perilous Crossings
Sumter ordered his men to start fording the
river. The small craft bobbed and dipped in the
swift currents and seemed to take forever get-

ting to the other side. The men’s horses swam
near the craft, straining against the current. A
round trip required a half hour, an agonizingly
slow passage for each group of soldiers. By
nightfall, at least half of Sumter’s militia still
had not made the crossing. These soldiers were
now especially vulnerable if the British
attacked. Dawn arrived, however, with still no
sign of the British army. The militia continued
the feverish crossings. Finally, everyone was
safely across the water. Sumter staged another
quick attack on a British fort, then made his
way to the house where his invalid wife and
teenage son were staying. Sumter quickly
explained that they needed to ride with him to
flee the danger.
Soldiers strapped a mattress across a horse
to serve as a soft saddle for Mary Sumter and a
black slave rode behind her to help keep her on
the horse. The militia rode hard across the pine
tree barrens in central South Carolina, with the
British army scouring the countryside searching
for them.
Now down to 200 soldiers, because of battle
losses and desertions, the militia rode all day,
covering some forty miles. Sumter held the
reins of his horse in one hand and leaned back
with his painfully stiff right hand to hold the
reins of his wife’s horse.
Finally, the militia reached the safe haven of
the wilderness they knew so well in the northern
part of the state, but not before charging loyalist
militia and driving them into a swamp.
The first phase of the struggle for forts in
the central part of the colony was ending. After
three weeks of campaigning, Sumter had failed
to dislodge the British and their sympathizers
from Fort Granby, or from any other stockades.
But Sumter had survived and would try again.

§§§
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